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The objective of this 
Copywriting Guidelines is to 
inspire consistent, relevant 
and unique content for 
Mouvement.  
This set of guidelines should 
be reviewed often and 
updated when necessary, 
since consumer mindsets 
shift and evolve, impacting 
the type of content the 
brand should publish. 
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Mouvement represents the movement 
aiming to celebrate creativity and 
realness in a sociable, cultural and 
expressive way.
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PART 1 

CONTENT
TYPE

MOUVEMENT

MOUVEMENT_MVM

• THE MUDD CLUB • THE NAME ALONE 
EMBODIES THE MYSTICAL, MYTHICAL 
ESSENCE OF OLD YORK – A CITY WHERE 
YOU COULD REINVENT YOURSELF FROM 
THE GROUND UP       [...]       link in bio for 
the full story  #neversleeptribe #coolkids 
#themuddclub #1978 #retrovibes 
#MVMnostalgia #MVMarchive #getinspired 
#dailydose #newyorkese #MVMvol1
       #timlaurence #photoarchive #quoteby 
@dazedfashionContent types for

Mouvement are defined
based on the identified
consumer aspirations,
lifestyles and values that
are driving their lifestyle
choices and purchase
needs.

Lifestyle
Creativity
Realness



Use archivial imagery of past scenes and events 
that capture people doing things together.

Capture groups.

Feature friendship stories.

Talk about past communities.
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• Making connections with other people
• Feeling part of the community
• Being in a social setting
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The Mudd Club #THENEVERSLEEPTRIBE 
© http://www.dazeddigital.com/art-photography/
article/37407/1/richard-boch-mudd-clubs-ex-doorman-
on-how-to-throw-an-iconic-party

[...] The Mudd Club: the name alone embodies the 
mystical, mythical essence of Old York – a city where 
you could reinvent yourself from the ground up. All it 
took was ingenuity, desire, and nerve to do-it-yourself, 
take it to the streets and show out on the world stage.
goes, it’s rough.’

In the fall of 1978, the Mudd Club opened its doors 
at 77 White Street, long before anyone referred to 
the triangle below Canal as “Tribeca.” Back then 
it was an outpost on the frontier of downtown. As 
manufacturing shops packed up and left town, huge 
industrial buildings stood bare, attracting artists who 
transformed these commercial spaces into studios 
and homes. When they needed a break, they hit the 
Mudd, a tiny spot that became the ultimate nightclub, 
bringing together people from all walks of life.

#FUNFACT 
For two years, at the Mudd Club’s height, Richard 
Boch manned the door, deciding who would make 
it past the legendary ropes and enter the delirious 
den of iniquity that embodied the downtown scene 
at its height. As a doorman, Boch played a critical 
role in casting the characters you would see inside, 
a glorious mélange of celebrities, local legends, and 
underground superstars. He has just released his 
memoir The Mudd Club (Feral House):

‘Mick Jagger was a total gentleman. Keith Richards was 
a sweetheart. Andy Warhol was great, whether he came 
with one person or four other people. Or neighbourhood 
kids, maybe they were two teenagers who were 
underage and all they wanted to do is dance. You’d say, 
‘Give me two minutes,’ and then you’d send them in. 
That’s what made up the mix. The celebrities wanted to 
be part of that mix, that’s why they were coming here as 
opposed to going to Studio 54 on any given night.”goes, 
it’s rough.’

MOUVEMENT

• MVMnostalgia
• MVMarchive
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MOUVEMENT

Communicating sisterhood and a 
sense of community is important for 
Mouvement because it communicates 
the “sociable” personality.

02. 

SISTERHOOD
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MOUVEMENT_MVM

• 1 + 1 =       #sistas #bruneandblonde  
#neversleeptribe #coolkids #theblitzclub 
#1978 #retrovibes #MVMnostalgia 
#MVMarchive #getinspired #dailydose 
#londonese #MVMvol1
       #nicolatyson #photoarchive #quoteby 
@guardian      link in bio 



The Blitz Club #THENEVERSLEEPTRIBE 
© https://www.theguardian.com/music/gallery/2013/
jan/25/bowie-nights-billys-club-pictures

Before the new romantics of the 1980s, there were 
the Blitz kids and before the Blitz kids, there were 
Bowie nights at Billy’s nightclub in Soho, London. 
The year was 1978 and a grotty subterranean club, 
beneath a brothel, was about to be commandeered 
every Tuesday evening by an unruly mob of teenagers 
– suburban art-school students mainly – who had 
become disillusioned with punk.

Some of the regulars would go on to become famous – 
Boy George (then plain George O’Dowd), Marilyn, DJ 
Jeremy Healy, Siobhan Fahey from Bananarama – and 
collectively they would hash out a freaky, glamorous 
aesthetic that would dominate the next decade. 

These pictures were taken by Nicola Tyson, an 18-year-
old student at the Chelsea School of Art at the time, 
who has since gone on to find renown as a painter 

The birth of the London club scene’: 
Bowie Nights at Billy’s Club – in picture

[...] ‘This is Siobhan Fahey [on the right] and her friend. 
Siobhan was a fashion journalist and Bananarama started 
the next year, in 1979. I didn’t really know her; she wasn’t 
a regular at Billy’s. I would just go and take photographs 
of cool-looking people and then I would bring my snaps 
back the following week and ask people if they wanted 
to buy them, so I could get my beer money. I forget how 
much I charged; it might have been 30p per snap, which 
was not cheap then. It wasn’t very successful, because a 
lot of times the photographs would be snatched from me, 
passed round very excitedly and only half of them would 
come back.’

MOUVEMENT

• MVMnostalgia
• MVMarchive

02. 

SISTERHOOD
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Archivial Imagery of people’s multifaceted
lifestyles.

Feature people’s passion.

Talk about personal goals
in an affirmative and  supportive tone of 
voice.

MOUVEMENT

• Having time for passion projects
• Exploring personal goals and growth
• Doing what you love
• Living multifaceted lives
• Being physically and mentally healthy

03. 

PERSONAL GOALS

Talk about real emotions.
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MOUVEMENT_MVM

‘I wish I had invented sex.’  
#uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh #ohlala #wellsaid 
#hotbabe #itsblondiesweek 
#MVMicons #blondiesquotes #blondie 
#sayitwithstyle #coolkids #retrovibes #1977 
#MVMnostalgia #getinspired #dailydose 

#newyorkese #MVMvol1 #quoteby 

@marieclaire #debbyharry       
       #christophermakos #photoarchive



Talk about celebrating all styles.

MOUVEMENT

• Carrying an inclusive attitude
• Empowering people to express 
themselves regardless of gender, race 
and identity labels
• Celebrating all styles, identities and 
personalities
• Moving seamlessly between cultures, 
races and eras
• Embracing individual differences and 
identities
 

04. 

AMBICULTURAL

Showcase a variety of
emotions and identities.

Talk about diverse
definitions of beauty.

Talk about ambicultural
issues in an affirmative and
supportive tone of voice.
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MOUVEMENT_MVM

• BLITZ • Inside, everybody looked gorgeous 
and slightly terrifying. All the straight boys 
wore makeup, like blue lipstick and eyeliner. 
[...] The club was on a Tuesday night, and on 
Sunday you started planning your outfit. It 
wasn’t just fashion—you really believed it.
     link in bio for the full story 
#neversleeptribe #coolkids #theblitzclub 
#1980 #retrovibes #MVMnostalgia 
#MVMarchive #MVMicons #getinspired 
#dailydose #londonese #MVMvol1 
#quoteby @harpersbazaar #stephenjones



CantonDisco #THENEVERSLEEPTRIBE 
© https://www.hongkonghustle.com/music/1128/famous-
hong-kong-disco-eighties-club-nightlife-1980s-80s-hk-dds-
canton-hot-gossip-nightclub-dj-andrew-bull-gordon-huthart/

[...] Imagine walking into a club in Hong Kong and 
spotting Andy Warhol, Madonna, or Sylvestor Stallone 
sitting there. What about going to your favorite 
nightspot and being able to catch Run-DMC or New 
Order? Back in the 80’s, Hong Kong’s discos were wild 
playgrounds where local personalities rubbed elbows 
with top international superstars.

Back in those pre-digital, pre-Facebook days, people’s 
lives weren’t as fully documented as they are today. 
Cameras used film, and mobile phones were strictly 
for talking. This is significant because when cameras 
relied on film, there wasn’t the same shoot-all-you-
want mentality that digital recording enables. People 
used to photograph their experiences much less, 
which means that only a fraction survives to chronicle 
the creativity, panache and mischief of the era.

Fortunately, several people at the nucleus of Hong 
Kong’s nightlife scene in the 80’s have made their 
collections of photos and memorabilia available 
online. Among them includes hundreds of photos from 
nightlife luminary Andrew Bull, a legendary d.j., club 
owner, and record store proprietor. 

Famous Hong Kong Discos Of The 1980’S!

[...] Local DJ Steve Bruce, a former regular behind the 
club’s decks, said he would remember the venue as “an 
institution”.
“When I first came to Hong Kong in 1997, Club 97 was 
the place to see and be seen,” he said. “Club 97 was 
an institution. I started and finished many long days and 
nights at Post 97 for lunch/brunch, with ‘Club’ – as it was 
affectionately known – in between.
“Club 97 always had a sense of community, that you were 
part of something.”

Did hipsters kill Lan Kwai Fong’s oldest nightclub? 
Hong Kong party district to bid farewell to Club 97

MOUVEMENT

• MVMnostalgia
• MVMarchive

04. 

AMBICULTURAL
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MOUVEMENT

• Embracing and celebrating imperfection
• Being happily flawed

05. 

REAL PEOPLE

Feature products
in real everyday scenarios.

Talk about perfect imperfection.

Feature people’s
real emotions from the archives.

Feature the “happily
flawed” lives of people.
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PIZZA anyone?  
#thosekindasundays #feelinglazy 
#chillandmess #gymtomorrow 
#soundsgoodtome #blondie #themuddclub 
#1978 #retrovibes #MVMnostalgia 
#MVMarchive #MVMicons #getinspired 
#dailydose #newyorkese #MVMvol1 
#photoarchive       #chrisstein



Debbie Harry #ITSBLONDIESWEEK 
© http://www.marieclaire.co.uk/entertainment/music/
debbie-harry-chris-stein-blondie-and-the-advent-of-
punk-98825

1. ‘The only place left for rock to go is toward more 
girl stars. There’s nothing left for men to do. There’s 
bound to be more male stars, but they can’t express 
anything new.’
 
2. ‘I wish I had invented sex.’

3. ‘The only person I really believe in is me.’

4. ‘I do know the effect that music still has on me – I’m 
completely vulnerable to it. I’m seduced by it.’

5. ‘Being hot never hurts!’

6. ‘I thought I’d live to a ripe old age, because I always 
felt there was a lot to do. I had a driven feeling. I 
always thought in the present.’

7. ‘I could be a housewife… I guess I’ve vacuumed a 
couple of times.’

8. ‘I have a lot of regrets, but I’m not going to think of 
them as regrets.’

9. ‘I don’t mind if my skull ends up on a shelf as long as 
it’s got my name on it.’

10. ‘I feel like I have to have a voice.’

11. ‘Regardless of what I say about trying to be better 
at what I do, I rely on looks a lot. Women’s calling 

cards, unfortunately, are based on their looks. As far as 
ageing goes, it’s rough.’

12. ‘I was one of those idiots who thought they were 
going to live forever.’

13. ‘I suppose I have a bit more anonymity than Madonna, 
or Gaga. They’re super up-there. I’m more of a cult 
figure.’

14. ‘How can one be a woman and not be a feminist? 
That’s my question.’

15. ‘You always fall for the rascal or the guy who’s got a 
little bit of the devil in him. You can’t help it.’

MOUVEMENT

• MVMicons

05. 

REAL PEOPLE
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MOUVEMENT

PART 2 

VERBAL
EXPRESSION

MOUVEMENT

Mouvement’s verbal
expression are based on its
brand personality and
brand values captured on
the right. These should be
the guiding principles
when creating social media
copy for Mouvement.

Sociable
Cultural
Expressive
Creativity
Realness
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INCLUSIVE
Approachable

EXPRESSIVE
Vibrant

AFFIRMATIVE
Supportive

CONCISE 
Clear

HONEST 
Straightforward

but not forceful

but not provocative

but not frivolous or
militant

but not but not leaving 
out the important bits

but not but not brash

MOUVEMENT

01. 

BRAND 
VOICE



#1 
ALWAYS WRITE IN BRAND VOICE 
All choice of words should be aligned with 
Mouvement’s brand voice: Inclusive, Expressive, 
Affirmative, Concise and Honest.

#2 
REFERENCE YOUR CUSTOMER’S 
LANGUAGE 
Keep track of the terms, vocabulary and slangs 
your customer uses online and offline. This helps 
build resonance with your customer and positions 
Mouvement as a relevant modern brand. These 
terms can also be used as hashtags # as part of your 
social media copy.

#3 
TAILOR CHOICE OF WORDS TO 
DIFFERENT CONTENT TYPES, 
CHANNELS AND COMMUNICATION 
GOALS 
Your language should be tailored to different 
content. For example, Instagram Stories’ temporary 
content allows brand to be more expressive and 
casual than posts on your feed.

#4 
OCCASIONAL AND LIGHT USE 
OF SLANG
Occasional and Light Use of Slang
Slang should be used only when it is relevant to the 
content or help communicate the message. They 
should be used occasionally and deliberately.

#5 
Use Collective Language
Refer to Mouvement as “we” to present the brand as 
a collective voice.

#6 
Use Positive Language
Use positive language rather than negative language. 
One way to detect negative language is to look for 
words like “can’t,” “don’t,” etc.

#7 
Use Active Voice 
Use active voice. Avoid passive voice. Words like 
“was” and “by” may indicate that you’re writing 
in passive voice. Scan for these words and rework 
sentences where they appear.

MOUVEMENT

02. 

WRITING
GUIDE
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#1 
REPLACE WORDS
Emojis can be used to replace written text where 
appropriate. 

#2 
USE ONLY WHEN RELEVANT 
Emojis should be used only when it is relevant to the 
content and helps communicate the message.

#3 
USE CONSISTENT EMOJIS
Use a consistent set of emojis as part of the brand’s 
house style

MOUVEMENT

03. 

EMOJI
GUIDE
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